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Let N and C denote the set of nonnegative integers and the set of complex numbers, respectively. 
Given a positive integer d, denote by C d and Md, the d-dlmensional space of complex column 
vectors and the set of d x d matrices with complex entries, respectively. If [. [ is any norm on C a, 
the associated induced norm of a matrix A 6 Md is defined by [A[ -- sup{[Az I [ z 6 C d, [z[ < I}. 
Consider the system of first-order ecurrence quations with constant coefficients 
z(n + 1) = az(n), (1) 
where A e Ma and z(n) E C d for n e N. We shall deal with linear and nonlinear perturbations 
of (1) of the form 
z(n + 1) = C A + B(n))zCn) (2) 
and 
z(n + 1) = ( A + B(n))z(n) + fin, z(n)), (3) 
where B : N --* Md and f : N x C d --, C d. 
Throughout he paper, we shall assume that the solutions of (1) are asymptotically constant 
(i.e., every solution of (1) tends to some constant vector as n --* oo) and our aim is to give 
sufficient conditions for the asymptotic onstancy of the solutions of the perturbed equations (2) 
and (3). As a consequence of our main theorem (el. Theorem 3 below), we obtain sufficient 
conditions for systems of higher-order difference quations to have asymptot/e quilibrium (el. 
Theorem 4). 
Let E denote the set of equilibria of (1), i.e., 
E -- Ker (A  - S) = {~ e C d I (A - X)f  = 0} ,  
the null-space of A - I; I being the unit matrix. Evidently, the limits of the solutions of (1) 
are the equilibria of (1). The ease, when zero is the only equilibrium of (1) is equivalent o the 
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(uniform) asymptotic stability of the zero solution of (1) and it is well studied. This happens 
if and only if all eigenvalues of A have moduli less than one. For example, it is known (cf. [1, 
Theorem 5.2.3]) that in that case 
IB( )I ---, 0, as  n - - ,  co, (4) 
implies that every solution of (2) tends to zero as n --* co. (For some more general results 
concerning nonlinear perturbations of (1), we refer to [1, Section 5.3].) 
In this paper, we consider the case when equation (1) has nontrivial, and hence, infinitely many 
equilibria. It follows from the theory of autonomous difference equations (cf. [1, Chapter 2]) that 
all solutions of (1) are asymptotically constant if and only if the following condition is satisfied. 
CONDITION A. A0 = 1 is a semisimple /genva/ue of A (i.e., its algebraic multiplicity equals to 
dim Ker(A - I)) and all other eigenvalues of A have moduli less than one. 
In this ease, asymptotic stability does not hold and simple examples show that smallness 
conditions of type (4) do not imply the convergence (even the boundedness) of the solutions of 
the perturbed equation (see [1, p. 256] and/or [2, Theorem 4.1]). Our first theorem shows that 
if, in addition to (4), we assume that equations (1) and (2) have the same equilibria, then the 
solutions of (2) are asymptotically constant. Moreover, we prove the uniform stability of the zero 
solution of (2). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose Condition A holds. If in addition to (4), we assume that 
B(n)~ = 0, for all ~ E E and n large enough, (5) 
then the following statements are valid. 
(i) The zero solution of (2) is uniformly stable. 
(ii) Every solution of (2) tends to some ~ E E as n -* co. 
PROOF. From Condition A, it follows that C d can be written as a direct sum 
C d = E~S,  
where S is the stable subspace of (I). (The solutions of (i) starting from S tend to zero as 
n --* co.) It is known (cf. [3, Theorem 4.7]) that S is spanned by the generalized eigenvectors 
belonging to the eigenvalues of A having moduli less than one. That is, 
S -- ~ir=l Ker(A - AJ) m', 
where A~ (I < i < r) are all (mutually distinct) eigenvalues of A different from A0 = 1 and rn~ is 
the algebraic multiplicity of A~ (1 < i < r). The projections of C d onto E and S are represented 
by d x d matrices P and Q, respectively, which satisfy the relations 
p2 = p, Q2 = Q, (6) 
P + Q = I ,  PQ = QP = o. (7) 
Since E and S are invariant subspaces of A, the projections P and Q commute with A, 
AP = PA, AQ = QA. (8) 
From the fact that Ao = 1 is a semisimple igenvalue of A, it follows that 
AP = P. (9) 
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Consider A as a linear mapping from C d into C d and let A[s denote the restriction of A onto the 
stable subspace S. The spectrum of A[s consists of the eigenvalues of A different from ~0 = 1. 
Thus, by Condition A, the spectral radius r(A[s) (= maxl<i<r I~d) of A]s is less than one. On 
the other hand, according to the formula for the spectral radius, we have 
r(AIs) = lira ~/II(AIs)NI, 
r$---*oo 
where II(AIs)nll = sup{IA=xl I z e S, Izl _< 1} for n ~ N. Therefore, if p is a constant satisfying 
r(A[s) < p < 1, 
then there exists a positive constant K such that 
II(AIs)nll < gp", for n ~ N, 
or equivalently, 
Hence, 
IAnzl < Kpnlxl, for x e S and n E N. 
IAnQxl < KpnlQx], 
But, IQzl _< IQI Ixl and we have the estimate 
IA"Qzl <_ xp"lzl, 
where x = KIQI- 
fo rxEC d and hEN.  
fo rxeC d and bEN, (10) 
n-1  
Qx(n) = An-n°Qxo + ~ Ar'-i-lQB(i)Qx(i), for n _> no, (12) 
i-~nO 
whenever no is large enough. Similarly, multiplying (11) by P and using (8) and (9), we get 
n-1  
Px(n) = Pxo + E PB(i)Qx(i), 
i----no 
for n >_ no. (13) 
From (12), by virtue of (10), we obtain 
n-1  
IQz(n)l <_ ~pn-nolx01 ÷ x sup IB(01 ~ f - i -XlQx( i ) l ,  
i>_no iffino 
for n > no. (14) 
and (by (5)) 
For (no,xo) E N x C d, let x(.;?~o,xo) denote the solution of (2) passing through (no, xo). By 
the variation of constants formula (cf. [1, p. 68]), we have 
n--1 
x(n; no, xo) = An-n°xo + E An-i-lB(i)x(i; no, Xo), (11) 
i----nO 
for n > no. Multiplying (11) by Q and denoting for brevity x(n) = x(n; no.xo), we obtain (by (7) 
and (8)) 
n--1 
Qx(n) = An-noQxo + E An-i-lQB(i)x(i) 
/----nO 
n--1 
= An-n°Qx° + Z An-i-lQ'B(i)(Px(i) + Qx(i)), 
i-~nO 
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Choose a constant W so that 
and define 
1 
1<~<- ,  
P 
((n) ---- max IQx(i)[o i-"°, for n > no. 
no_<i<. 
Multiplying (14) by q---o, we get 
n-I 
IQx(n)ln "-"° _< x(On)"-"°lxol + ~ sup IB(i)I ~ (On)"- i - l lQx(i) lr f -"°,  
i>no i fno 
for n > no. Consequently, 
. -1  
IQz(n)lrD -~° _< xlxol ÷ ~ sup IB(i)l¢(n) y~ (On)n-i-a, 
d>no i fno  
and hence, 
¢(n) < xlxol + ~wr/(1 - On) - I  sup  [B(i)l¢(n), 
i>_no 
for n > no. Find N so large that 
sup IB(/)I < (xo)- l (1 - On). 
i>N 
(In view of (4), such index certainly exists.) Then, 
((n) _< ZCllxo[, for all n _> no > N, 
where 
Consequently, 
)1)-1 xl = x 1 - ~¢0 (1 -/)~r/) -1 sup [B(i . 
i>N 
IQx(n)l _< xxw"°-"[xo[, 
for n > no > N. This, together with (13), implies for rn > n > no > N, 
ra - I  oo 
[Px(m) - Pz(n)l  = PB( i )Qz( i )  i>_N .= 
IP[ sup IB ( i ) l x l l xo l~_  lrt "°-~. 
i>N 
(15) 
From this, the Cauchy convergence criterion ensures the existence of the limit 
= run PX(n) ,  in E. 
Thus (el. (15)), 
x(n) = Pz(n) + Oz(n) -~ ~, as n - .  ~ ,  
which proves Statement (ii) of the theorem. 
It remains to show that the zero solution of (2) is uniformly stable. From (13), by virtue 
of (15), it follows that 
IPx(n)l ~ IPI Ixol ÷ IPI sup IB(Olxxlxol ~ ,7 ~- ' ,  
i_>N i=no 
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and hence, 
where 
IPz(n)l <_ mlxol, for n > no _> N, 
z¢2 = IPI (1 + Xlw W~_ 1sup IB(i)I~ • 
~>_N / 
Since I=(n)l = I(P + Q)z(n)l < IP=(n)l + IQx(n)l, estimates (15) and (16) yield 
(16) 
Ix(n;no, zo)l _< (Xl + ~2)1=ol, 
for all n > no _> N. Since constants x I and x2 are independent of no and z0, from this last 
estimate the uniform stability of the zero solution easily follows. The proof of Theorem 1 is 
complete. 
The next theorem states that an "/1-perturbation" of a uniformly stable linear equation has 
the same convergence properties as the original one. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the nonautonomous linear equation 
x(n+l )  =c(n)~(n),  (17) 
and the perturbed equation 
x(n+l )  =C(n)x(n)+f(n ,z (n) ) ,  (18) 
where U : N --~ Ma and f : N x C a --, C a satisfies the Lipsehitz condition 
I f (n ,u ) - f (n ,v ) l<7(n) lu -v l ,  fo rn~Nandu,  v~C d, (19) 
w/th 7 : N --* [0, oo). Assume that the zero solution of (17) is uniform/y stable, moreover, 
oo oo 
y~(n)  < oo and y~ If(n,0)l < oo. (20) 
n~0 ~t----0 
I f  the solutions of (17) are asymptotica~y constant, then so are the solutions of (18). 
PROOF. Let U(n, no) (n)_ no ) O) be the principal fundamental system of (17) (cf. [1, p. 55]), 
i.e., U(n, no) satisfies the matrix equation 
U(n + 1, no) = U(n)U(n, no), for n >_ no, 
and the initial condition 
U(no, no) = I. 
Of course, U(n, no) can be given explicitly by U(n, no) ~-1 = l-li=no C(i) for n >_ no. It is known (cf. 
[1, Theorem 5.5.1]), that the zero solution of (17) is uniformly stable if and only if there exists a 
constant K > 0 such that 
IU( n, i)1 -< K, for n > i > no. (21) 
Let z be an arbitrary solution of (18) passing through some (no, zo) E N x C d. By the variation 
of constants formula (cf. [1, Section 2.5]), we have 
n-1  
x(n) = U(n, no)xo + ~ U(n,i  + 1)f(i, x(i)), for n > no. (22) 
i----nO 
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From (19), it follows by the triangle inequality that 
If(i, x(i))l < ~/(i)lx(i)l + If(i, 0)1, 
Therefore, 
and (by (21)) 
for i > no. 
n--1 
I~(n)l _< IU(~,no)l Iz01 + Y~ IU(-,/+ 1)1 (7(i)I~(i)l + If(i,0)l), 
i=no 
I~(n)l _< g Ixol + If(/,0)l + ~ K-f(i)Ix(i)I, 
i='ao ~=~to 
for n _> no. From this, by the discrete Gronwall inequality (cf. [1, Corollary 4.1.2]), we obtain 
Iz(n)l_<K Ix01+)-"~lf(/,0)l H( I+K 'd / ) ) ,  fo rn>no.  
~----~1. 0 i=n 0 
Consequentl~ 
where 
(23) 
Ix(n)l < x, for n _> no, (24) 
(, )fi x = K zol + If(i,o)l (1 + KT(i)). 
i----nO /='nO 
(In view of (20), the last infinite product is convergent.) 
The term U(n, no)Xo in (22) is the solution of (17) passing through (no, x0). Therefore, by 
the assumption, it is asymptotically constant. Further, for all m > n >_ no, we have (by (23) 
and (24)) 
m-1 n -1  1)f(i,x(i)) 
[,EffinoU(n'i + l)f(i'x(i)) - E U(n'i 
= U(n, i+l)f( i ,z( i ))  < ~ IU(n,i+l)llf(i,z(i))[ < K(xT(i)+lf(i,O)[). 
i=n  "= $ n "-~ 
According to the Cauchy convergence riterion, this last estimate implies the existence of the limit 
n--1 lim,-.oo ~iffino U(n, i + 1)f(i, z(i)) in C d. The asymptotic constancy of z now follows from (22). 
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
Combining Theorems 1and 2, we conclude that if in addition to Condition A, we assume that 
the functions B mad f satisfy the hypotheses ofTheorems 1 and 2, respectively, then the solutions 
of equation (3) are asymptotically constant. Moreover, letting n ~ co in (3), we obtain (of. (4), 
(20), (23), and (24)) that under the above assumptions every solution of (3) tends to some ~ E E 
as n --* co. In connection with this conclusion, the following question aturally arises: given 
E E, is there a solution z of (3) such that x(n) --* ~ as n --* co? The following theorem shows 
that the answer is positive. 
THEOREM 3. For the equation 
• ( .  + 1) = CA + sCn))xCn) + f(n, xCn)), (3) 
suppose Condition A holds and the functions B : N --* Md and f : N × C d --* C d satisfy the 
conditions 
[S(n)l --. 0, as n --, c~, (4) 
B(n)~ = 0, for ~ E E and n/arge enough, (5) 
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and 
I f (n ,u ) - f (n ,v ) l<v(n) lu -v [ ,  fo rneNandu,  veC d, (19) 
c~)  oo  
~(n) < oo and ~ If(n,O)l, (20) 
n~O n.-~.O 
respectively. Then, the following statements are va//d. 
(i) Every solution of (3) tends to some ~ ~ E as n ~ eo. 
(ii) For every ~ ~ E, there exists a solution x of (3) such that x(n) --, ~ as n --, oo. 
Before we give a proof of Theorem 3, we establish some lemmas regarding li-sequences. We 
will use the following notation. For no E N, let N,  o = {n E N I n > no}. Denote 
and 
With the norms 
Nno_-. c ,n_ no sop,,*,,<oo). 
II~II"cN..o~ = ~ I~(-)1, 
Et~tO 
and 
H#I[I=(N,,o) = sup [/~(n)[, 
n~nO 
ll(Nno) and/oo(Nno) are Banach spaces. 
~, e too(N.o), 
LEMMA 1. Let ~ be a constant, 0 < ~ < I, and let/~ E/I(N). Define a sequence ~o : N --* C by 
Then, ~ • / I (N)  and 
n-1 
PROOF. We have 
~(~) = ~ ~"-~-',(i), 
i=0  
for n E N. 
II~II~,<N) ~ (1 - ~)-III~II.<N), 
= 0 .(~1 
---- n----O i=0  
By changing the order of summation, we obtain 
oo n- -1 oo oo 
]E E 
nffiO i----0 iffiO nffii+l 
which completes the proof. 
oo n--1 
-< ~ ~ e"-i-'l~,(i)l. 
n=0 i=0 
~on- l - i ]~( l ) l  --~ (1 - ~0) - l[[/ .~l[la(N), 
LEMMA 2. Let k, x, c~ > 0 and ~, 0 < e < 1, b given constants and let I~ E ll(N) be a sequence of 
positive numbers. /J'ck > 0/s strmciently sma//, then there ex/sts a sequence of positive numbers 
A • ll (N) such that 
n-1  
, ,~.-1-,{.~(i)  + ~,(i)) = ~x(n), ~or. • N. (25) 
iffi0 
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PROOF. For A E II(N), define a sequence ~rA by 
I n-I  
"~'X(") = k E ML0"-l-i{Ot~t(~1 "[" ~(11}, 
i----0 
By Lemma 1, ~'A E II(N). Thus, ~" maps II(N) into itself. 
obtain (using Lemma 1 again) 
I 1~ - YX211~(N) -< ~(1 - ~--------3 
For a > 0 small enough, 
for n E N. 
Moreover, for )tl,A 2 E II(N), we 
[[A1 -- A2IIh(N). 
x~ 
r e < l ,  
k(1 - Q) 
and ~" is a contraction mapping. Clearly, the unique fixed point A of ~" satisfies (25). It remains 
to show that A is a positive sequence. We know that A can be written as a limit (in II(N)) of 
successive approximations 
A~+I --- ~rAv, v = 0, 1, 2,..., 
where Ao E II(N I is arbitrary. Taking Ao e 0, we see by easy induction on v that 
in-1 
A.(n) _> ~ ~ xQn-1-~/~(i), (261 
i----0 
for n E N and v = 1, 2, . . . .  Further, since 
Imp(n) - A(n)l _< IIA~ - AII~I(N), for n E N, 
we have A(n) = iimu...~ Av(n) for n E N. Letting v --* eo in (26), we obtain 
l n -1  
X(n) _> ~ ~ x~"- l - '~( i )  > 0, 
i----0 
for n E N and the proof is complete. 
In the proof of Theorem 3, we will also need the following easy lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that a vector spnc~ X is a direct sum of its subspaces X1 and X2, X = 
X1 • X2. Let 11" 11~ be given norms on Xi such that (Xi, 11" [[i), i = I, 2 are Banach spaces. Let 
~ : X --* Xi be the corresponding projections of X onto Xi, i = 1,2. Define 
[[XI[ = [[11"I(X)[I1 J¢" 11~2(X1112 , leo/. X E X. (27 / 
Then, I1" II is a norm on X and (X, I1" II) is a Banach space. 
PROOF. It is easy to verify that I1" II satisti~ the axioms of a norm on X. To show that (X, I1" II) is 
a Banach space, consider a Cauehy sequence {zn}~=o in X. From (27), we see that {lh(zn)}n~=0 
are Cauchy sequences in Xi, i = 1, 2. But, (X~, II • I1~) are Banada spaces, therefore, there exists 
zt'l ~ X~ 80 that I I~(z . )  - mt'lll~ --, 0 as n --. oo, i = 1,2. From (27), it follows that if 
z = z[li + z[21, then I Iz. - zll -~ 0 as n -~ eo which completes the proof. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Statement (i) is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. To 
prove Statement (ii), we shall use some facts and the notation from the proof of Theorem 1. For 
no E N, let 
Xl={Z:Nno-~E sup , z (n ) ,<oo},  
11~"0 
[n_>no 
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where )~ is a positive/l-sequence (~•/1(51)) which will be specified later. With the norms 
Ilxlll = sup  Iz(n)l, x • Xl, 
1%-->1%0 
Ilxl12 = sup ,,1-~_,lx(n)l, z • x~. ,  
1%->1%0 ,~Ln) 
X1 and X2 are Banach spaces. Define 
X = {x:  511% 0 --* C d 1 7rl(x) • Xl,Tr2(x) • X2} , 
where the sequences lrl(x) and r2(x) are defined by 
(lrl(x))(n) = Px(n), 0r2(x))(n) = Qx(n), 
Obviously, X = X1 EB X2. Therefore, if we define 
for n ~> n 0. 
and 
1%-1 
QlCx(n) = Z A1%-~-lQ [B(i)Qx(i) + f (i, x(i))], 
i=1% 0 
for n > no. From the definition of the norm on X, it follows 
IPx(i)l ___ Ilxll and IQx(i)l < ~(i)llxll, for x • X and i > no. 
But, Ix(i)l = IPx(i) + Qx(i)l < IPx(i)l + IQx(i)l, and hence, 
Ix(i)l < (1 + ~(i))llzll, for x • X and i > no. 
In view of (28), (30), and (31), we can estimate the norm of PlCx(n) as follows: 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
IPtCx(n)l _ I~1 + ~ IPI{IB(i)I IQx(i)l + If(i, 0)1 + ~(i)lx(i)l} 
i=1% "{ } -I~1 + ~ IPI ,~(i)llxll sup IB(i)l + II(i,0)l + ~,(i)(1 + ,~(i))llxll 
i>no l 1% "{( ) } <lgl+~-'~lPI suPlS(d)l+llTIl~.¢N.o) X(i)llxU+ll(i,0)l+7(i)llxll <oo, 
\i>no i=1% 
for n > no. Consequently,/Cx is well defined and r l  (/Cx) • X1. 
1 
Ilxll = II~l(x)lh ÷ I[Ir2(z)ll2 = sup IPx(n)l + sup IQx(n)l, for x • X, 
n>_no n>no ~- -~ 
then, according to Lemma 3, (X, I1" II) becomes a B ~  space. Let (•  E be given. For x • X, 
define a sequence/Cx by 
1%-1 oo 
~x(n) = ~ + ~ A1%-'-lQlBCilxCi) + f(i, ~(i))] - ~ P[B(i)~(i) + fCi,~(ill], 
i----nO i----1% 
for n > no. By virtue of (5) and (7), B(i)x(i) = B(i)Qx(i). Consequently, iCx(n) can be written 
8~ 
n-1  oo 
]Cx(n) = ( + ~ An-'-lQ[B(i)Qx(i) + f(i, x(i))] - ~ P[B(i)Qx(i) + f(i, x(i))], 
i~1%0 "= $ 1% 
for n _> no. By virtue of (6)-(9), we have 
OO 
e~cx(n) = ~ - ~_, P [B(i)Qx(i) + / (i, x(i))l, (28) 
I 1% 
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Taking into account (10), we obtain from (29) by similar estimates 
n-1 
iQ)~x(n)[ ~ E ~f~°n-l-i ~(8up [~(~)1 + ih'H/oo(Nno))~(~)li~i[-[-[jf(~,O)[-I-"Y(~')[[~ii} 
dffino k \~_>no 
n--1 
~-- E g~°n-l-iK{~(n°)A(i) + ,4/(~)), 
i=O 
where 
and 
K = max{l, I1=11}, 
~(no) = sup IB(OI + II~lh®cN,,o), 
d,>no 
for no _> O, 
/~(d) = If( i ,  0)1 + ~(0, for i _> o. 
By virtue of (4) and (20), ~(n0) --* 0 as no --* oo and/~ E II(N). 
According to Lemma 2, we can choose a constant r, > 0 and a sequence A E It(N), A(n) > 0 
for n E N, so that 
1 
E ~¢~0n--1-i{O~(~) + 1~(i)} -- ~(n), for n E N. (32) 
i----0 
Consequently, ff no is so large that ~(no) < a, then 
IQ~x(n)l ~ K~(n), for n _~ no, 
which implies that lrs(/Cz) E X2. That is, ff A E ll(N) is chosen as above and no is large enough, 
then/Cx E X for all x E X. 
Let z, y E X. Then, by similar estimates as before, we obtain for n > no, 
oo 
IP(ICz - ~y)(n)l = ~ P {B(0Q (~(0 - y(0) + f(i, x,(i)) - -  f(i, I/(i))} 
oo 
_< ~ IPI{IB(OI IQ(z(O - y(i))l + ~'('OIx(O - ~'(01} 
_< ~ IPl{~(,~)~(i) +'y(O}ll~ - yll. 
Consequently, 
iP( ~ - ~Y)(n)l < iPi I~(O)liAii~,CN.o) + ll~ll~,<N~o) t iix i 
n-1 
IQ(~= - pcy)(n)l _< ~ -d"-~-~{~(no),X(O + ~(O},ilx - ~11, 
d.ffiO 
Similarly, 
Choose no so large that 
1 
IPl {~(O)ll~lh~CN~o) + II~lh~<N~o)t < 
for n ~ nO. 
for n ~ n 0. 
and /~(no) < c~. 
(33) 
(34) 
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Then, (by (33)) 
and (by (32) and (34)) 
sup IP (/Cz -/CV) (n)l < lllz - vii, 
l tg~nO 
sup - -  IQ (/Cz -/CV) (n)l < IIz - vii. 
->_-o X(n) 
Thus, I l rz - K:vll ~< (1/3 + 1/2)llz - vii and K: : X --* X is a contraction mapping. By Banach's 
fixed-point heorem, /C has a unique fixed point z ~ X. It is easily seen from (6)-(9) that his 
fixed point z is a solution of (3), moreover, z(n) ~ ~ as n ~ Oo. The proof of Theorem 3 is 
complete. 
We conclude by a consequence of Theorem 3 which provides a sufficient condition or systems 
of higher-order difference quations to have asymptotic equilibrium. 
THEOREM 4. Consider the autonomous equation 
T 
Ax(n) = ~ Ai(z(n - ki) - z (n - li)), (35) 
i= l  
and the perturbed equation 
r 
Ax(n) = E(A i  + Bi(n))(z(n - ki) - x(n - / i ) )  + fCn, a:(n - ml ) , . . . ,  x(n - ms)), (36) 
i=1  
where Az(n) = z(n + 1) - z(n), ki,li E N, Ai E Ma, Bi : N --* Md for i = 1,2, . . .  ,r, rn, E N for 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s and f : N x (cd) s ~ C d satisfies the condition 
If(n, ux,.., us) -  f(n, Vl,... Vs)l < 7(n) max lU , -  Vii, 
' ' - -  l<i<s 
for n ¢ N and u~,v~ E C d (i = 1, . . . ,  s), where 7 : N --* [0, oo). Assume that the solutions of 05)  
are asymptotically constant, or, equivalently, 
rank I + E (k~ - l~)A, = d, 
/=1  
and all roots of the characteristic equation t'or (35), 
( ) det  - 1 )  - A ,  - = O, 
i----1 
different from one, have mod~ less than one. Ft~rthermore, assume that 
IBdn)l ~ 0, asn-*oo ,  fo r i= l , . . . , r ,  
oo  oo  
y~' t (n )<oo and Y~l f (n ,0 , . . . ,0 ) l<oo .  
r~mO r~O 
Then, equation (36) has asymptotic equilibrium, i.e., the solutions of (36) are asymptoticaJly 
constant and, conversely, or every ~ E C d, equation (36) has a solution x such that x(n) --* ~ as 
n- -cO0.  
PROOF. The conclusion follows by rewriting equations (35) and (36) into systems of first-order 
equations and applying Theorem 3. 
RZMARK. Theorem 4 extends [2, Theorem 4.2] to the vector (and nonlinear) case. For further 
results concerning the problem of the asymptotic equilibrium for difference quations and some 
related results, the reader is referred to [4-6]. 
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